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nEAT-TRANSFER DISTRIBUTIONS ON BICONICS AT INCIDENCE

IN HYPKRSONIC-HYPKRVBLOCITY Be, N2, AIR, AND CO2 FLOWS

Charles G. Miller,* John R. Micol,**
Peter A. Gnoffo?, _ Sue E. Wilder??

, NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665

Abstract _* viscous interaction parameter,

Laminar heat-transfer rates _ere measured on
spherically blunted, 13"/7" on-axls and bent x,y,x model coordinates (see Fig. I), m
biconics (fore cone bent 7" upward relative to
aft cone) at hypersonlc-hypervelocity flow Z moles of dissociated gas per soles of
conditions in the l_ngley Expansion Tube. undissociated gas
Freestreaa velocities from 4.5 to 6.9 km/eec and
Math numbers from 6 to 9 were generated using a angle of attack, deg
hellum, nitrogen, air, and carbon dioxide test
gases, resulting in normal shock density ratios YE Isentroplc exponent
from 4 to 19. Angle of attack, referenced to the
axis _f the aft cone, was varied from zero to 20" _ viscosity, N-sec/m 2

in 4° Increments. The effect of nose bend, angle p. vlscoslty evaluated at T*, N-sec/m 2
of attack, and real-gas phenomena on heating
dlstrlbutlon_ are presented along with
comparisons of _asurement to prediction from a # circumferential angle measured from the
code which solves the three-dlmenslonal most leeward meridian, deg

"parabollzed Navler-Stokes" equations. 0 density, kg/m 3

Nomenclature e cone half-angle, de E

C* defined as p*T_/_T* Subscripts

Ch heat-transfer coefficient, _/(ht 2 - a _ft-cone section
hw), J-sec/m4

h enthalpy, J/kg b base

f fore-cone section
L model length, m

M Math number m meaeured

p pressure, N/m2 n nose

s,]O incident shock into quiescent

heat-transfer rate, W/m_ acceleration gas

r radius, m sph sphere

g unit Reynolds number, m-I w wall

St Stanton number, Ch/O_ U_ 2 s_atic conditions i_mediately behindnorms] shock

t time, sec
t,2 stagnation conditions behind normal

* T temperature, K shock

T* reference temperature, - free-stream conditions

. , (Tt,2/6)(I+3Tw/Tt,2), K, Ref. 41

U velocity, m/set Introduction

Recent advances in navigation and knowledge
*AeroLSpace Technologist, Aerothermodynamics of planetary atmospheres, 1-3 along with the need
Branch, Space Systems Division. for Earth orbital transfer vehicles (OTV), _-°
**Aerospace Engineer, /_rothermodynsmlcs Branch, have rekindled interest in aerobraklng and aero-

Space Systems Division. capture techniques for proposed Earth and plane-

?Aerospace Engineer, Amrothermodynamlcs Branch, tary a/salons. A generic vehlc_e3propoeed for
Space Systems Division. missions to a number of planets , and a viable
??Aero-Space Technologist, Aerothermodynsmlcs moderate lift-to-drag OTV candidate, _-5 which
Branch, Space Systems Division. also offers many advantages as a reentry
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vehlcle,7 is 8 spherlcally-blunted b£conlc with Instrumentation
the fore-come section bent upward relative to the
aft-tone _meet!on. -t_.csuse of the scarcity of Beat Transfer. Thln-film resistance
experlmental data for bent blconlcs, a study was gages 16917 were used to measure heat-transfer
initiated at the Langley Research Center to rates during the 250-_crosecond test period of
establish a comprehensive data base. To date, the expansion tube. Eight palladlum gages, each
aerodynm,4c coefficients, pressure distributions, approxlmstely 1200 A thick, were deposited _long
oil-flow patterns, and shock shapes have been the polished surface of each NACOR substrate; a
measured and reported on 2.9-percent scale models single thln-film gage was deposited at the spher-
of the proposed configuration and this conflgura- lOlL1 nose tip. Each gage was in the form of a
tlon without a bent nose (on-a_ts blconlc). 8-I0 serpentine pattern, as shown In Ref. 16, and pro-
These measurements have been made in three con- vlded nearly a point measurement since the
ventionel-type, hypersonic wind tunnels, namely sensing surface was 1.02 me by 1.27 rams Gages
the 20-1nch Nach 6 Tunnel, Continuous Flow flyper- were covered wlth AI203 approximately 5000 A
sonic Tunnel, and Hypersonic C] 4 Tunnel, thereby thick to prevent the gage from becoming electrl-
prcvldlng a range of Hath number, Reynolds cally shorted due to the ionized flow over the
number, and normal shock density ratio (real-gas model. A constant current of 2 mA was melntalned
simulation persister). Although a number of through each gage, which is sufficiently low to
flovfleld computer codes have been verified with avoid ohmic heating effects. IG
this data base, heat-tcansfer measurements are
required to determine if these codes accurately Heat-transfer rates on the nose, windward
predict viscous effects, ray of the fore cone, end every other gage on the

windward ray of the aft cone ware determined by
The purpose of the present study is twofold: numerically Integrating the surface temperature

(I) to determine the effect of nose bend, angle change as a function of tlme.16, 18 This method
of attack, and real-gas flow phenomena on heating accounts for the variation of substrate thermal
distributions £or the blconlcs; and (2) compare properties with temperature or time. Beat-
measurement with prediction. Because heat- transfer rates for the remaining gages were
transfer measurements for bent blconlcs are obtained using the analog circuit described in
particularly scarce in the open llterature_ the Ref. 17; the sur£ace temperature for these gages
present data represent a significant step toward was sufflclently low so to not require a slgulfi-
achieving the goal of a complete and accurate cant correction to the heating rate because of
data base for the valldatlot, of flowile!d changes in the thermal properties of the NACOR
computer codes, substrates. 16 Signals from the thln-film gage on

the spherical nose and the 32 gages located along
Experimental Hethod the most _r/ndward and leeward rays were recorded

at 400 kHz (2.3 microseconds between dark

Facility samples) with a transient wavefora recording

The Langley Expansion Tube II, 12 is system. Digital data from this anslog-to-dlgital
baslcally a 15.24-cm-dlameter tube divided into system were retrieved by a HP 9845 computer and
three sections by two diaphragms; thus, this reduced to tlme histories of the heating rate
facility may be vlewed as two shock tubes in (Fi_. 3). Output signals for the eight thln-film
tandem. Thick steel dlaphrag_ separate the gago_ located along the 90" ray were recorded
driver and intermediate sections, wh_c_ a thln from an oscilloscope with the aid of a camera.
Hylar dlaphra_m separates the intermediate ai_/
accelerar.;_. Bect_ons. The Isentroplc, unsteady Flow Visualization. Shock standoff distance
expanslcn resulting from the rupture of this thln was obtained using a single-pass schlieren system
Hylar dlaphragm generates hypersonic and hyper- with • Xmnon arc lamp as a light source. This
velocity flow at the acceleration section exit point light source, having a duration of approxl-
from the low Mach number, shock-tube flow which umtely 150 nanoseconds, was discharged Just prlo_
encounters the secondary diaphragm. A detailed to teralnatlon of the useful test period. 12 (See
description of this facil_ty is presented in Fig. 3.) Representative schlleren photographs
Ref. II, and calibration results are presented in are shown In Fig. A.
Refs. 12 to 14.

Facillt_ Flow quantltles. Inc_-dent shock
Hodels velocity at the tube exit (test section) was

determctned by applying a least-squares curve flc
A plan£orm v_ew and dimensions of the to the average shock v_ocity between successive

blconlc models are snore in Flg. 1, and a photo- instrumented statlons. "_ The time for the shock
to travel between statlons was obtained fromgraph of the bent bico_lc model installed to the
counter-tlmer readings of the "stop" signals

test section of the expanslcn tube is shown in supplied by pressure transducers and heat-

Fig. 2. The bent-blconlc sodel represents a transfer gages mounted flush with the tube wail. ,
1.9-percent scale of the proposed Hers sample Tube wall pressures and pttot pressures we_
return, slngle-mlss_on vehlcle. 2 The models were measured using piezoelectric (quartz) transducers
fabricated from stalnless steel except for the in conjunction wlth charge amplifiers. (It
nose tips, which wars fabricated fro_ HACO&, s should be n_ted at this point that pltot
mumchlnable glass-ceramlc. 15 Each mo_el contained pressures were measured during calibration tests
five slots for NACO_15 substrates, the surfaces performed prior to this study but were not
of which _ers contoured to the respective conic measured for tests with the blconlc models, as
section. Two slots ware -=chined along the most dlscuss_d subsequently.) Freestream static
windward ray, two along the most leeward ray, pressure was inferred from • transducer located
(sos on the fore cone and one on the eft cone), 1.7-m upstream of the tuhe exit; the variation in
and sos _long the 90" ray on the aft cone.
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static pressure between this station and the tube gages. Primary contributors f_r the present
emit Js #x_ne-ctedto _e s_ll (_thlu expe_i_.tal study _re believed _o L_ tlw._ncerteinty in the

thermal properties of HACOR,Ib changes that
uncertainty), occurred In gage properties for gages chat were

Test Conditions used in successive tests wlthout recallbraclon,
and the poor signal-to-nolse ratio experienced

, Facility. For the present tests, the driver during a number of tests.

gas was unheated hydrogen at a nominal pressure Considering the probable sources of errorsof 4.14 HWm2. The double diaphragm mode of
\ operation was employed to reduce randomness la discussed in Ref. 16, the maximum uncertainty in

" the pressure ratio across the primary diaphragm measured heat-transfer rate for any giw _ gage
and test is believed to be less than 15 percent.

at time of rupture. Test gases were helium, The ram uncertainty in _asured heat-transfer: nitrogen, dry air, and carbon dioxide. Pot a
. given test, the acceleration gns was the same as rate for both blconlc models and all four test

12 gases is 8 percent. &Lthough an B-percent
the test gas, but st a lower initial pressure.
Flow coMltio_ for this study correspond to the uncertainty in heating along the most windward
optimum flow, 12 and no attempt was made to ray is believed realistic, a larger uncertainty
operate the facility at off-optlmum conditions is expected on the leeward ray, particularly et
for any of the test gases in order to match Hath high angles of attack. This is due to the lower
number and/or Reynolds number, values of heating on the leeward ray and the

nature of the flow in thls complex, viscous-

Flow conditions were determined using the dominated flow region at high _.
thermochemlcal equilibrium program of _ef. 20,
which has been modified tO include helluu. Shock Shape. The shock detachment distance

from the model aureate was read manually from
Inputs were freestream static pressure, free-

the schlieren photographs using a digitizingscreens velocity, and picot pressure. (Freestream
static pressure was assumed equal to the measured system having a sensitivity of |00 counts per
tube wall pressure near the tube exit, freestream 2.56 mm. The maximum uncertainty in measured

shock detachment distance Is believed to b_ less
velocity was assuae..d e_ual ¢o the incident shock

than § percent.
velocity st the tube exlt, t4,_l and picot
pressure corresponds to • moan value across the Flow Conditions. Uncertainties In the
in_Iscld test core as inferred frum tests with a measured end Calculated nominal _reestream andpltot pressure survey rake performed prior to the
present study.) Nominal values of measured inputs post-shock flow conditions for the four test

to the program of Eef. 20 and the corresponding gases depend primarily on: (I) the precision
freestreaa and post-normal shock flow condttlons associated wlth the measurement of the tube wall

static pressure Pw, incident shock velocity
: are given in Table I. Based on the findings of

Ref. 21, the £reestreemm flow for helium, slr, and Ue,IO, and plto¢ pressure Pc,2, (2) rub-to-

CO2 is assumed co be in the_mochemical equillb- run repeatabilltv of these quantities, always a
rlum; this assumption is also made for nitrogen primary concern with impulse-type facilities, and
test gas. _ceuse of the relatively small values (3) the validity ol the assumptions made
of freestresm Reynolds number and small modal concerning the use of these measurements. .

size, laminar flow over the a_dels is expected Careful[ and frequent calibrations of the
for all test gases, pressure transducers demcnstrated that measured

Models. The models were tested at angles of values of Pw and Pc,2 are accurate to within
att_c_--_'_m _ero to 20", where angle of attack is I0 percent end 6 percent, respectively. Shock
referenced to the axis of the aft-cone section, velocity Us,l_ is belleved accurate to within
Both blconic models were tested for 0" < a < 20" 2.5 percent. 2" Nominal values st measured Pw
In 4" increments in slr; for the other three test and U. _n for each test gas were obtained from
gases, the blconlcs were tested at a = 00, 4", calibration tests _rlth s pltot pressure survey
12", end 20". The on-axls blconlc was rolled st rake, performed prior to this study,and _rom

- 12" in air co provide • sore detailed clrcum- testa with the biconic models. Because the
: fereatlal heating distribution. At a - 0" the Invlscid test core diameter Is only 7.6 to 8.9

spherical nose tip of th_ on-axis biconic was cm, 12,14 the relatively large models prohibited
-, ioc4ted 1.27 ca downstream of the tube exit. _nstallatlon of • pltot pressure probe in the :

_eed on unpublished calibration results, these tnviscid cast core without disturbing the model
/ relatlvely long models were located within the flowfield. Thus, the nominal value of pitot

lnviacid test core for ell angles of attack and pressure presented in Table 1 for each test gee
located in 8 region free of axial variation of was inferred from previous unpublished callb-a-
flow propertlms, floss with a hydrogen d_Iver. This procedure

_ for determining flow conditions is the same es

• Date Keductlon a.o Uncertaint_ used in P_-f. 21 for s hell,-- driver.

Hmat Transfsr. The numerical method used to Data scatter between tha various cellbrstlon
compute heat-transfer race', from the output of runs end runs vlth the biconlc models was small

the thin-film resistance gage_ is discussed Ln (less then 8 percent for Pw and Pc,2 end 3.5
' g_f. 16, and the analog method is discussed in percent for Us,tO) due primarily co the double -

Ref. 17. A/so t_cluded In Eel. 16 is s discus- diaphrswa mode of operation. 12 Now, base_ on
_ s/on of the cal_bratlon procedure used to deter- unpublished pressure distributions measured on • "

mtnc the temperature coefttctent of resistance of sharp leading-edge flat plate for _e four test

each gage end contrlbutor_ t_) the uncertalnty in gases, the assumption that p. - Pw is ?

tlt, l_st-transfer rate inferred from thin-film believed valid. However, the assumptluns that

3 !
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Uw - Us,10 and U_ are constant with run lialt to the range of normal-shock density ratio
tlae are subject to questlon. 22 The sensitivity and a mesmm for comparison with perfect-gas
of ce!c_!sted free mtre_ a_d post-shock flow flowfield predictions, helium wse used as a test
conditions, Includi_ stagnation-polnt heat- gas. Even at the present velocity st b.9 ks/s,
transfer rate to a sphere,to these uncertalntiet helium was not ionized. Thus, the biconic models
in measured inputs are presented in Bef. 21. were :__sted in Ideal-gas and real-gas flow

_n_Ironaents in the same facility with the same

Calculated Sts_natlon-Point lleat Trans. _.r to instrm_entatlon, data acquisition system, and
a Sphere. Heating distributions on the bicon c-{_s- _ota reduction procedures.
are presented in terms of the freestream Stanton
number St. and as the ratio of surface heat- In general, the flow was observed to
transfer rate to predicted staKnation-point |_at- establish (Ch become essentially constant with
transfer rate to a sphere with radius equal to time) on the windward side of both biconic uodels

the blconlc nose radius, _/_sph" The wall within 120 _s for all test gases and O" < m
enthalpy he required to compute Stw corre- 20". Flow establishment on the leeward side
sponds to a wall temperature equal to 300 K. required more ti_e, especially at the higher

Values of _sph for the four test gases were angles of attack where the flow is quite complex
obtained from the thermoch_Ltcal equilibrium and viscous doIluated, 26-28 and the output of the
_alculations of Ref. 23 and are presented in leeward gages was characterized by larger
Table 1. fluctuations witl, tins. However, even at the

highest value of a, there was evidence that the
Prediction Nethod "coarse" invlscld flolv and finer viscous-flow

structure about the model generally established,

._atlng distributions were computed usln_ achieving a steady state within 200 ps. Thus,
computer code that solves the steady, the heating distributions presented herein are
three-dlaenslonal "parabollzed Navler-Stokes assuned to represent a fully established flow
equations. "2k_25 This code requires supersonic condition.
flow above the boundary layer in the Cownstreaa
asrchlng dlrectlon from the starting plane of To avoid or minimize the effects of surface
data at or in front of the sphere-cone Junction. temperature discontlnultles on measured heat-
A total of 50 points Were taken between the shock transfer rates, 29 the thermal conductivittes of
and surface along an axis-_ormal coordinate, and the substrates and models should be matched as
the number of points in the boundary layeL was close as possible. Another concern at the high
varied with angle of attack to account for the enthalpies of this study is the difference in
thinning of the boundary layer. The surface catalycity between the MACORsubstrates
circumferential increment was 4.740. and the stainless-steel models. 30,3! Because

of these concerns, the model was covered with a

At the time the data reduction phase of the relatively thick deposit of Paralene C or sprayed
present study was initiated, the PNS code was with Krylon, a crystal-clear acrylic, prior to
applicable only for perfect air. This code has installation of the substrates. (It should be
since been modified to include helium and noted that windward substrates were generally

real air in theruochemical equilibrium. Only a destroyed during the post-run period and the
fee cases for real air have been run at the tl_e cover badly sandblasted; thus, the models were
of this writing, and these results must he viewed removed frou the facility after each run,
as preliminary, recovered, and new substrates installed.) The

effect of removing the cover is shcwn in Fig. 5
Results and Discussion for the bent biconic in air. Removing the cover

produced no s_gn:ficant effect on heating. One
The limited space of this report prohibits possible explanation for this good agreement is

presenting all the data obtained for the two the thin-film gages were placed a sufficient

biconic models in the four test gases; thus, the distance from the iaterial m_smatcbes in the
effects of nose Nmd, angle of attack, sad test model surface to allow the flow to adjust, if
gas are illustrated with sample longitudinal necessary, to the MACORsurfaces. For the sake
heatin K distributions and with summary plots, of continuity and the fact the cover provided
Because these data provide the opportunity to excellent protection of the u_del surface from
validate various perfect-_as and real-gas solid contaminants carried in the post-test flow,
flowfield co_puter codes and recognizing the the model was covered for ell runs.
difficulty associated with the extraction of data

from such a report, tabulations of the present Because of the relatively small model size
data are available upon request. Eefore and close proximity of the shock to the model .
presenting the data, a few general comments will surface at the higher density ratios, the flow
be made. within the shock laye_ may depart from

equilibrium. This is especially true in the nose

A primary purpose of this study was to region. The _esults of Ref. 21, based on binary ,
examine real-gas effects, resulting from the scaling for blunt bodies, revealed that the

product of freestresm density and predicted
excitation of vibration, dissociation, and equilibrium shock standoff distance at the

ionisation energy modes, on heating to blconlcs stagnation point mus_ exceed I0 -_ kg/m 2 to avoid
in gases corresponding to various planetary significant nonequlllbrium fl_w effects. For the
atmospheres. CO2 was selected as a test gas biconic spherica_ nose radius of 3.83 am, th_s

sines it is the primary constituent of Hers and oroduct is less than 1.3 x 10 -6 kE/m 2 for the
Venus atmospheres, nitrogen is the primary three dissociated test gases, thus well within
constituent of Tltan's atmosphere, and air Is, of the nonequillbriu_ flo_ -egim_.
course, Earth's ntmosphare. To provide a lower

1983018879-005
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At sufficiently low Reynolds numbers, the being nearly shielded from the flow, the beating :
shock and boundary-layer thicknesses are no distributions for the two blconics begin to con-
longer r_gllg!b]# compared with the shock detach- verge with increasing distance from the nose
sent dlstance. 21 A r,umber of researchers have tip. At a = 12" (Fig. 6(b)), corresponding to
suggested various criteria in an effort to define the on-axls blconlc leeward side being almost
the regimes between continuum and free molecular shielded fro_ the flow and the bent biconic being

flow, 32 but these are only approximations. The fully shielded, heating still decreases with

• parameter2_2,_,rn/(p2/p_) 2 (see Ref. 33) was increasing x/L for the on-axls blconlc but
selected to nstimete the viscous effects for the Increases with z/L for the bent biconic. These
flow over the spherical nose. According to this trends cause the heating distributions for the
parameter, which varies from a low of 2.6 for CO2 two biconics to cross at about 40 percent of the

, to a high of 23 for helium, the present flow over body length. At a = 20 = (Fig. 6(a)), leeward
the nose is Just within the slip flow heating for the bent biconic exceeds that for the
regime.3, 33 In this regime, relatively small on-axis biconlc in air. Similar trends were /
changes in Reynolds number may result in large observed for the other gases and are consistent
changes in surface heating. The increase in with leeward flow separation,8-10,26-?8* 37 as
heating over the contlcuum value is smell (< 5 will be dlscussed in the next section.
percent, or so) for helium, but may be signifi-
cant for the other test gases, particularly CO2. The penalty paid in increased _r!ndward
Although this parameter accounts for real-3as fore-cone heating due to the nose bend is about
effects via use of 02/0=, 2! it does not include 1.7 to 2 at u = 0 ° for the four test gases (Fig.
the effect of wall temperature ratio 7(a)). However, the nose bend causes a decrease
T=/T_ _. The present large wall cooling in windward aft-cone heating for air, N2, and
t_nds'_o decrease the boundary-layer thickness, CO2, whereas the heating for helium is essential-
hence diainlsh rarefaction effects. 21 ly unaffected by the bend. This lower heating on

the bent bfconlc aft cone for the dissociated

Effect of Nose Bend test gases is believed due to: (I) the lower
values of gams_a within the shock layer for these

Bending the fore-cone section upward gases, which result in a larger expanslon at the
provldes aerodynamic advantages2, 3 because of Junction, hence a lower aft-cone surface
the asymRetry, but st an expected penalty in pressure, I0 and (2) nonequilibrium flow effects.

At u = 12 °, the penalty in fore-cone heating duehigher heating rates to the fore-cone section.
To examine effects of this nose bend, heating to the bend decreases to about 1.2 to [.4 and to
dlstributtons for the bent blconic are compared about l.l to 1.2 at a = 20 =. Heating on the aft
to the on-axls blconic in Figs. 6 and 7 for cone is less for the bent blconlc, including
various angJes of attack. Longitudinal heating helium test gas, for n = 12 ° and 20 ° . Thus,
dlstrlbutions alo=.g the most windward and leeward although a penalty in windward heating to the
rays are shown for air in Fig. 6. The ratio of fore cone occurs due to the nose bend, as expect-
windward heat-transfer coefficient for the bent ed, this penalty diminishes markedly wlth
blc_Ic to that for the on-axls b£conlc is shows increasing a and is only lO to 20 percent at the
in Fig. 7 for all four test gases. These results design trim angle of attack of 20 ° for the bent
(Fig. 7) were obtained from curve fits to the biconic.

data to smooth the results and account for any
missing thin-film gages for a particular run. Effect of An_le of Attack

Noticeably lacking from the fore-cone Heating to the windward ray increases with
heating distributions at u = 0° for all test angle of attack for both biconics and all test
gases was the overexpansion-recompression trend gases, as expected, but the relative effect of
observed In the pressure dlstrlbutlons for these on heating decreases with increasing a (Figs. 8
blconlcs at _tach 6 and _tach 108-10 and attributed to IU). For the present range of u, the penalty
to the surface discontinuity at the sphere-cone in u_ndward heating for the bent biconlc is

Junction. For laminar flow, heating is expected roughly a factor of 2 on the fore con_ and a
to follow the trend in pressure;34, _5 however, factor of 3 to 4 on the aft cone, being largest
the Bach I0 results of Refs. 36 and 37 imply that for helium test gas.
the present heating distributions should be free
of such trends for x/L > 0.25. The decrease in The effect of u on leeward heating is not

windward heating due to the expansion at the nearly as orderly as on the windward side. Lee-
ward heating for the on-axls blconic decreases asJunction scales roughly with the surface inclina-
a is increased from 0° to 8", but increases for m

tton change. That is, between the last gage on > 8 ° . This trend was observed for all test gases- * the fore cone and first gage on the aft cone, and is attributed to flow separation and the
St_ decreases roughly 1.3 to 1.5 for the formation of vortices.8-10,2_-28, 37 The oll-
on-axls blconlc (surface inclination change of _low patterns of Refs. 9 and I0 show that a

, 5.8") and approximately twice this for the bent "stagnation-line" type of flow is created on the
"_ biconic (change of 12.8 °, or twice that of the most leeward ray by the mutual actlon of counter-

on-axis blconic) for all four test gases, rotating longitudinal vortices that reatta_h on =

this ray. For the low Reynoldo numbers of this

On0_he leeward slde, bending the nose upward study, the leeward separated flow should be freest u " causes a larger variation in heating of any secondary vortices. I0 This vortex
with z/L on the most leeward ray of the fore reattachment results in the heating on the most
cone, smaller variation an the aft cone, and a leeward ray being higher than Just off this ray,
decrease in heating by a factor of 2 to 3 for all as eviden_ from the circumferential heating
test gases. When a is increased to 4", corres- distribution shown in Fig. II for the on-axis
pondlng to the leeward side of the bent btconic biconic at u = 12".

+.
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Effect of Test Gas effects. The same trends in windward _l_e_h _e
observed at a " 12 ° and 20°; howe._r, the-

Shock shapes for the four test gases are difference in q/qaph between the tas_ _asee
compared in Fig. 12 for the bent blconic at u = decreases wlth £ncreaslng a, aspeclalI/ on the
4". The fact that the shock detachBent distance fore cone. At a - 12 ° , leeward q/qsoh exhibits
for blunt bodies in hypersonic flows correlates the asne trend as observed on the wlhd_mrd side,
in terms of a single parameter p2/po is well but at a " 20 ° , this heating ratio for CO2 is
known,2, 3,21 wlth the detachmen_ dlstance less than for the other gases. As a rule of ,
decreaslng with increasing density ratio. This thumb for the on-axle blconlc, q/qsph on the
decrease In shock detachment distance .with windward aft cone Is roughly half that on the

increasing 02/0. also occurs for the relatively windward fore cone end leeward values are an
slender blconlc models as shown in Fig. 12. _,_c order of magnltude less than wlndwa_d values.
effect of density ratio on detachment distance
was observed to diminish with Increaslng angle of Basically, the same trends in q/qaph were
attack on the windward and leeward sides; that is observed for the bent blconlc as observed for the

a lesser effect -f o2/o. on windward shock- on-axle blconlc. One notable exception was that :
detachaent distance occurs as the effective body q/_sph for CO2 is lower than the other gases on
becomes blunter. The trend on the leeward side the _rlndward and leeward sl_es of the aft cone

- 18 due to the shock inclination downstream of the for all a_gle8 of attack. ?s with the on-axle

name region becoming more dependent on Mach blconlc, _/_snh on the leeward 81de of the bent
number at the higher a. 8 The observed differ- blconlc for alr and N2 either agrees with or
ences in shock detachment distance and Incilna- exceeds values for hellua. One last polnt--trlnd-
tlon for the present test gases are expected to ward art-cone heating distributions in CO2 at the

• influence the variable edge-entropy effect caused higher angles of attack decrease monotonically
by the mass "swallowed" or entrained by the downstream of the Junction, but then increase in
boundary layer, 38,39 hence influence the the direction of the base. Schlleren photographs
heating dls_rlbutlons, in CO2 (Fig. 4) revealed the shock over the aft

cone o_ the windward side curved back toward the
In examining the effects o£ nose bend and model surface in the region of the base. This

angle of attack on heating dletrlbutlons, differ- minima in heating on the windward slde of the aft
ences in Math number, Reynolds number, density cone is believed to be charecterl_ic of low
ratio or gamma, and wall temperature ratio were gamma flows since it was observed "_ in pressure
not considered explicitly. However, these quan- distributions measured at Math 6 in C,F_ (Yeff "
titles must be considered in any attempt _o 1.13), but not at Math 6 in air (y = 1.4). It
deduce the effect of Cent gas on heating. This was also predicted for CF_ using a perfect-gas,
adds complexity to the present study since the inviscid flowfield code wi_h effective gala as
Expansion Tube was operated to yield the highest the input, 10 and pred:cted in Ref. 3 for CO2.
quality flow for each test gas and M. and 1_
were not matched for the four gases. For In Figs. 14 and 15, windward St./_ for
example, although the freestream Reynolds numbers air, nitrogen, and CO2 i8 nondimeusionalized by
for helium, air and CO2 are relatlvely close, this ratio for helium. In thl8 form, the results
R.. for nitrogen is only half as large. Now, for CO2 are conslacently lower than for air or

laminar heating on a reentry glider_del has nitrogen for both biconics and 0 ° < _ < 20 ° . The
: been correlated in terms of St® _R_.L'for air and nitrogen results are generally'In falr to

high enthalpy flows. _0 Taking this a step good agreement for both bicon_cs, particularly on
further to account for differex_ces in R.., Mm, the fore cone. This good agreement hetweea air

and Tw/Tt, 2, the decision was made to present and nitrogen is expected, provided Reynolds
the present heating data in terms of St./_*. number effects are properly accounted for_

The vlJcous interaction parameter _* is deflned 32 because of the similarity in ga_ within the
as Ot_../_T, where at _ _*T./_.T* and shock layer for these two gases, in _ach nuaber,

I"* is s refere"--"nce temperature, _I T* - and in Tw/T_, 2. When these two gases are not
(T t 2/6)(I+3Tw/Tt,2). _eatlng dlstrlbu- in agreement on the aft cone, the air data
tions are also presented as the percent of usually exceed the nitrogen data, thereby imply-
etagnstlon-polnt heat-transfer rate to a sphere 2_ Ing a larger departure from equilibriu_ for

having a radlu8 equal to that of the spherical nitrogen in ti_ expansion at the Junction. The
nose tlp, q/qsnh" (Values of q_nh are ratio St_/_* for air, nitrogen and CO2 is less

presented in l_ble I.) (Although _8ph Is than that for hellum.
relatively insensitive to Hach number and

Reynolds number, the rat_o q/qeph maY not be, Due tn the complexity of the present flow,
and thus does not provide a means for separating it is difficult to separate _ach number, Reynolds
_,., P_. effects from real-g_s effects.) number, gm_a, and chemistry effects. Additional

tests with these, or similar, models at various

Values of the heating ratio _/_sph for the _ch numbers and Reynolds nuabers in
four test gases are cumpared In Fig. 13 for the conventional, Ideal-elf wind tunnels are required
on-axle blconlc. At zero incidence (Fig. 13(8)), to separate out the real-gas effects and

_/_sph on the fore cone is nearly the 8aae for determine if _ accurately accouters for _. an_
alr, N2, and CO2, all being higher than hellmn. R_, L effects.
As the flow expends at the fore-cone/aft-cone
Junction, the decrease in heating that occurs for Comparison to Prediction

CO2 Is greeter than for the other three gases and
_/_eph for CO2 sppruschee that for helium. Compsrlsons of measured and predicted
As dlscussed previously, this trend Is sttrlbuted heating distributions Ir_ helium are shown in
to 8mum effects and possible nonequlllbrium flow Figs. 16 and 17 for the on-axle blconic end bent
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biconic, respectively. This code ran success- Concludln_ Remarks

but difficulties were encountered at the highest Laminar tmating distributions have been
angle of attack for the bent biconlc. The fail- measured on spherically-blunted, 13"/7" on-axle
ure to run successfully at u = 20 °, corresponding and bent blcooics in the Lenglsy E_ansloo Tube.
to uf = 27 ° , is attributed to the proximity of These data are unique since a given model was

, the sonic line across the shock layer to the tested in several test gases at hypersonic and
starting data plane on the windward side. 10 The hypervelocity flow conditions. Test gases were
stagnatiGn-point heat-transfer rate measured helium, nitrogen, air, and carbon dioxide; free-
at the spherical nose tip of the on-axis biconic stream Hath numbers ranged from 6 to 9 and
in helium at a = 0° was predicted to within 3 velocities from 4.5 to 7 ka/s. Even at these
percent by the starting aolutlon 42 used for the high velocities, helium behaved as an ideal gas,
PNS code. Beating rates on the on-axle biconic providing heating distributions that may be
(Fig. 16) at u = O" and 4 ° are accurately compared to ideal-gas theory. Preliminary analy-
predicted by the PNS code. At u = 12 ° , cortes- sis of these data revealed the following: (I)
pondlng to a thinner boundary layer on the wind- Although a penalty in windward heating to the
ward side (requires more points to accurately fore cone due to the nose bend was observed, as
model the temperature distribution through the expected, this penalty diminishes rapidly with
boundary layer) and separated, viscous-dominated increasing angle of attack and is only I0 to 20
flow on the leeward side, the PNS code slightly percent at the design trim angle of attack of
underpredicts windward and leeward heating. With 20". (2) Aft-cone windward heating was more
the exception of a few points, tbe agreement is sensitive to angle of attack than fore-cone heat-
within IO percent or within the ex?erlmen_al ing, increasing by 3 to 4 as the angle of attack
uncertainty. At _ = 20 ° , the underprediction of was increased from zero to 20 ° compared to 2 on
windward heating worsens and measurement and pre- the fore cone. (3) I_eward heating distributions
diction diverge on the leeward side of the aft initially decreased with increasing angle of
cone. attack, but thet_ increased. This trend is

attributed to flow separation on the leeward side
Turning to the bent blconic (Fig. 17), the and the foruation of vortices when the fore-cone

PNS code again accurately predicts the heating angle of attack exceeds the fore-cone half
distributions at n = 0° and 4 ° in helium. Wind- angle. (4) Beating on the windward side of the
ward aft-cone heating is accurately predicted for on-axls aft cone was roughly half that on the
00 < Q < 12 °, whereas windward fore-cone heating fore cone and the leeward heating was an order of

is underpredicted somewhat. _: u = 12 °, the PNS magnitude less than the windward. (5) Several
code overpredtcts leeward heating by as much as trends were attributed to real-gas phenomena,

15 to 20 percent. Thus, in general, when the such as the decrease in aft-cone heating for CO2
| leeward side is not fully shielded from the flow because of a nonequtltbrium expansion at the

(af/0f < I), the PNS code predicts windward fore-cone/aft-cone Junction. However, Math
" e_d leeward heating with good accuracy. When the number, R_ynolds number, wall temperature ratio,

leeward side is shielded, resulting in vortex and gamma or density ratio varied for the four
shedding, the PNS code tends to overpredict test gases. 'L_is makes it difficult to separate
leeward heating, real-gas effects from effects that result from

the variations and additional analysis is
Nonequlltbrtu_ flow effects were expected required in this area. Finally, (b) the PNS code

for these models in air, but it was hoped that predicts windward and leeward heating in helium

I comparisons to the PNS code with equllibrlu_ to good accuracy when the leeward side is not

real-at: capability would furnish information on shielded from the flow. When shielded, corres-
the degree to which nonequillbrlum influenced the ponding to vortex shedding on the leeward side,
heating. The reasoning, somewhat oversimplitied, the PNS code tends to overpredict leeward heat-

I was If the code was verified for helium flow and Ing. Preliminary results from the real-gas PNS
care taken to incorporate the real-air proper- code yielded somewhat poorer comparisons to data
ties, then the code should provide the basis for for air than those obtained by the perfect gas

i deducing nonequlllbrium flow effects. At the code for bellu_.

time of this writing only two air cases had been
run for the on-axls blconlc and both cases must

be viewed as preliminary. At _ = O* and 4" References
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I Table 1. Nominal Flow Conditions

'I Free-stream

! Test p=, p=, T, _E,® U=, M= k=,
i Gas N/m2 kg/m 3 K m/set m-1

_x
L

Helium 1300 1.72 x 10-3 364 1.667 6900 6.15 4.87 x 105

i
Nitrogen 1635 2.88 1913 1.302 5515 6.41 2.62
Air 2182 4.73 1604 1.296 5326 6.89 4.50

CO2 1030 5.09 1070 1.179 4535 9.29 5.64

Post-Normal Shock

Test p , hw, "
.... t.2 Tt,2' YE,t.2 Zt,2 ht,2' _ qsph_ Ref. 23'

Gas kNlm" kg/m3 E MJ/kg MJ/kg @. MN/m 2

Helium 72.6 0.71 x 10-2 4948 1.667 l.O0 25.69 1.56 3.71 26.28

• Nitrogen 85.6 3.55 6471 1.127 1.26 17.41 .31 11.83 28.22

Air 130.35 5.49 6162 1.143 1.34 15.96 .30 11.13 31.92

CO2 103.0 9.83 3531 1.132 1.57 2.41 -8.72 18.83 21.92

Note: hw evaluated at Tw = 300 K.
Z. = I for all test gases.
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:! .OF.POORQUALITY
4

' O0 Note ScaZe _e 1.0-:_ l -- _ 0 AIR/He

:.t -- '>:e .8 OO Nzl He(b) a " 12". C021Hem

I - _oO_oooooO
, _ o_ OOO_O o 00000 LJ

¢J .6--

WINDWARD

_o.]_ _ _ 0_0 <><>000<>- c CO(',OC'
.4--

--_l';._h - ," (a) o - o'.
_8 ., I 1 II. ., I

_L(_ -- .2 .4 .6 .8 l.O

xlL

Fig. 14 Nlndvard heating dlstrlbutlorJ in terms

of • vlecoue-lnterectlon partier [or
]0"2 T[ST (;AS on-axts blconlc.

C) He

- fJ A,r

,m N2 _ 1.0- 0 AIRIHe

- ,', CO2 ,>• r_7 N2/He

l I 11 / I _ .8- O CO2
/ He

10"30 .2 .4 .6 .8 l.O

,_L __ 0_08_ _ B_Oo_Fig. 13 Concinued. _ .6- _ O 0

._

.4-

i0l- '> (b) a = lZ°,

-" (c) a " 20_. _S [-- _ .z I I I A__J
.2 .4 .6 ,8 !.0

-- b, x/L

,WINDWARD Flg. 14 Continued.

_/_ph
-- _ I.U-- r) AIR/He

,> (_ N2/He

- __ _B 8- _ co21H_

LEEWARD

10"2-- " ,%"_Z,,_ "_ "

-- "_ He _ .6- El_

,-" "/0<>000 _0©0

A CO2 ,_ (c) a" 20° • "

,0-_ I _L__JL___L__J :_ _" ._ 1 I I I ,, I
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 -- 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I.O

wIL x/t

FIe, 13 Concluded.
Flg, 14 Concluded.
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1.0 - 0 AIRI lie I1.
ql

MWIm 2
O Nil lie I. i13

_e .m- <> coil 14,

-
: _ _ MEASURED

. t5 .6- 0-o,.,_0t!tltttl100¢0_
ql,del ',':

It'. 0 180 (WINDWARD) i
li

.I - _ _) 0 (LEEWARD) _ '

• 000oo: ii. (c) II " iO'. PREDICTED
I

0 .l .4 .6 .8 1.0

" zlL 0 .2 .4 .1! ,8 !.0

i_ll,15 Coe_l_/l, ilL

, ill, 16 Ooutluumd.
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ORIGINAl,F'.f,"_ '-"
]o.- OF..POORQUALITY 1o,-

- (a) ¢=- 0".

i. MEASUREO i.
¢_odeg MW/ m2

__ 0 ]80 (WINDWARD) L
\ O O (LEEWARD}

"_ PREDICTED

-- • PNS (REF. 24)

¢).de9
0 ]89 (WINDWARD)

_ _O,,,.,.v,=^ _ O 0 (LEEWARDi
PREDIC'IED

(c) x- 12°• _PNS (REF. 24)

z I I II I I ._ J , II I I
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 LO .2 .4 .6 .8 LO

xlL z/L

Fig. 16 Continued. FIg. 17 Comparison of predlctlon to measurement
for bent: biconlcin helium.

PREDICTED

10.F_% °000 IO._-- -- MEASUREDPNS(REF. 24)_. deg

_ _ . _ 0 180 (WINDWARD) ;

qo 0 ]80 (WINDWARD) (io

MW/m2 I. 0 0 (LEEWARD_ MW/m 2

" PREI)ICTED I.

; \ PNS (REF. 24) '
\

% -_

p(d) a " 20". _:'

.l I I ]l I J .l| l I " I I I _
0 .Z .4 .6 .8 ].O O .2 .4 .6 .8 I.O

xlL z/L

FiB. 16 Concluded. Figo 17 Contlnue¢;.
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OF POORqUALITY

PREDICTED

(5) a = 4%

MEASURED
O,de9 !

0 180(WINOWARO) , '

EWARD)

i

• /t. i
q' MWI m2

MWlm2 L L i

: i

• - 0 180(WINOWARO)

0 0 {LEEWARD)

_ _ICT_)

PNS(RE):.24)
(C) a = 12%

._ , J lJ. _ J ._ , , I, t j
0 .Z .4 .6 .8 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .ii l.O

zlL xlL

FI8, 17 Concluded, r18. 18 Concluded.

1_|_ (,)a-o'.

r

MWlm2
L

-- M_SUREO

0 180(WIM)WARD)

<) 0 (LEEWARD)

PREDICTEO

PNS(REF.24)

I Jl I I
i

e_ lim

.2 .4 .6 .8 LO0

xlL

i_1g. 10 _eperio_ of predlctton ¢o measurement
for m-_tlo bicouLc Lo _tr.
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